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Abstract 
Understanding the behavior of systems that display self-assembly or phase nucleation requires calculation of free 
energies of reversibly associated clusters as a function of number of monomers in the cluster.  The law of mass action 
provides the connection between these free energies and the equilibrium distribution of cluster sizes in a large system 
via the equilibrium constant for association of monomers into clusters.  Direct application of the law of mass action to 
find these free energies or association constants is only valid for sufficiently large systems, which may be 
inconvenient to simulate explicitly.  This report gives a brief review of some established strategies to find cluster free 
energies, then highlights a recently developed approach to correlate equilibrium cluster size distributions in small 
systems with the size-dependent equilibrium constants that can be applied in the bulk.  A demonstration of the ability 
of this approach to predict size distributions of Lennard-Jones clusters in small-system NVT simulations is presented. 
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1. Introduction 
The reversible formation of clusters from monomers (which may be molecules, macromolecules, or 
colloidal particles) is important to many condensed-phase problems.  In nucleation processes that lead to 
the formation of a new bulk phase from monomers dispersed either in the gas phase or in solution, cluster 
formation represents an intermediate step that must be considered to predict the kinetics of a phase 
transition.  In systems that display reversibly self-assembled aggregation, for instance the formation of 
compact micelles or extended “living” polymers, an equilibrium distribution of aggregates (with some 
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finite average size) is established via dynamic exchange of monomers, and can respond to changes in 
temperature or concentration.  A full understanding of both nucleation processes and aggregate self-
assembly requires knowledge of the size-dependent free energies of clusters as well as the rates of cluster 
growth and shrinkage.  Although useful predictions can be obtained from phenomenological models for 
these quantities, explicit simulation of the aggregates becomes necessary when the effects of specific 
structural modifications of monomers on aggregate structures and energetics are unknown. 
In this report, we will begin with a short review of existing simulation strategies for efficient and 
reliable extraction of equilibrium cluster size distributions (or equivalently, cluster free energies) from 
explicit simulations.  Then we will present new data demonstrating the effectiveness of a recently 
developed approach [1] for analysis of small-system, constant NVT simulation data to correct for the 
breakdown of the law of mass action at small N, and discuss possible applications of this approach. 
 
2. Statistical thermodynamic framework, and basis of the “brute force” approach 
 
 If we can assume that the interactions between clusters do not strongly affect their relative stabilities, 
then we can treat any configuration of N monomers as an ideal gas or ideal-dilute solution of clusters.  
Using a “quasi-chemical” approach, we may treat each stage in cluster formation (each “s-mer”, with s 
the number of monomers in the cluster) as a distinct chemical species with its own free energy of 
formation and its own partition function, qs(V,T).  The partition function of an ensemble containing a 
certain number ns of s-mers for each positive integer s is then: 
 

Q ns{ },V ,T( ) = qs(V ,T)
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The most probable distribution {ns} in a system characterized by constant N,V, and T will the the one 
that maximizes ln Q (thereby minimizing the free energy A=-kBT ln Q) subject to the constraint: 
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In the thermodynamic limit, where ns is very large for all s that are important to the system, we can 
achieve this maximization by equating: 
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Under the ideal-cluster assumption, the partition function q is a product of a standard-state partition 
function q° and the volume V (expressed in units of the inverse of the standard-state concentration c°).  
Substitution of this product into eq. 4 and rearrangement produces the equilibrium expression expected 
from the law of mass action : 
 
  
Kassoc,s =
qs

q1
( )s
=
ns V
n1 V( )
s =
cs
c1
s
 (5)
 
where Kassoc,s is the equilibrium constant for the quasichemical reaction of s 1-mers to form one s-mer.   
Fluctuations away from the most probable distribution of cluster sizes are of order (ns)1/2 for large ns. 
A simulation that samples the canonical ensemble, once converged, will produce the appropriate 
concentrations to allow the use of eq. 5 to predict equilibrium constants Kassoc,s assuming that the number 
of clusters is great enough that the use of differentiation in eq. 3 is appropriate.  Then eq. 5 can be used 
(subject to the assumption of ideality), to calculate equilibrium cluster distributions {cs} from {Kassoc,s} at 
arbitrary (large) N and V.  This direct approach or brute-force approach will require a system size with 
sufficiently large N. 
Using brute-force NVT simulation to evaluate {Kassoc,s} can have drawbacks both obvious and subtle.  
In general, the process of exchange of monomers among clusters may involve slow steps with high 
barriers.  Shifts in distributions that proceed through the random exchange of single monomers (“Becker-
Döring” kinetics) can be extremely slow.[2] The requirement of large N may impose difficulties or 
inefficiencies.  If we assume that statistical accuracy in evaluating an equilibrium distribution is a 
function of the product of the system size and the duration of the production (post-equilibration) phase of 
the trajectory, then modeling a large system is less efficient than modeling a small system both because 
the computational resources spent for equilibration will always be greater for a larger system and because 
computational cost of the production run tends to scale superlinearly with N. In studying nucleation 
phenomena, a system with large enough N will tend form a very large stable cluster that consumes most 
of the monomers in the system soon after the critical nucleus has been formed, rendering it difficult to 
assess Kassoc for the least-stable clusters that are of greatest importance to the nucleation kinetics. 
   In the following section, we present several strategies from the literature that aim to improve upon 
the brute-force approach of obtaining Kassoc.  After this cursory review, we will discuss and present new 
results from a recently developed method [1] that allows the “brute force” approach to be applied to find 
Kassoc,s from simulations at arbitrarily small N, in principle limited only by the requirement that N≥s. 
3. Advanced simulation methods 
3.1 Accelerating monomer exchange  
A wide range of methods have been developed to improve sampling statistics within molecular 
dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.  Here we focus  on methods specifically relevant to the 
sampling of the cluster size distribution.  The Aggregation Volume Bias Monte Carlo method is the most 
widely used and captures the same spirit as related methods.[3]  In the AVBMC method, a small region 
surrounding each molecule is defined as the “in” region.  This region may have arbitrary shape and size, 
which may be optimized to represent the range of positions and orientations characteristic of bound 
neighbors.  AVBMC moves of two types – association and dissociation moves – are selected with relative 
probabilities Pbias and 1-Pbias (among a sequence of other conventional or biased MC moves).  In either 
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type of move,  a molecule i  to be moved is selected at random, as is a target molecule j.  In an association 
move, a new position for i is selected at random from within the “in” region of molecule j, while for a 
dissociation move, a new position is selected at random from the “out” region (i.e., the remainder of the 
volume, exclusive of the “in” region of particle j).  The success probabilities for moves where molecule i 
begins and ends on the same side of the in/out boundary is computed with the normal Metropolis 
algorithm.  For moves in which particle i crosses the boundary, the biased choice of test position is 
corrected by multiplying the normal Boltzmann factor exp(-βΔU) by (Vin/Vout)(1-Pbias)/Pbias for an out  
in transition or by its inverse for an in  out transition.  This method is efficient for systems containing 
clusters of molecules separated by empty space because it permits direct transitions of monomers from 
cluster to cluster, without undergoing a random diffusive walk in a high-energy state across the empty 
space.  Similarly, targeted insertion moves can be implemented in grand canonical MC simulations, in 
which the volume of the “in” region rather than the volume of the entire box should be used to calculate 
the success probability of insertion and removal moves.     
3.2  Large N simulation with external constraints on cluster sizes  
Another way to refine the “brute-force” approach, of particular interest for studies of nucleation 
(where a critical nucleus, once formed, will consume most monomers in the system), is to place external 
constraints on the cluster sizes.  Ten Wolde and Frenkel [4] performed constant NPT simulations on 
supersaturated Lennard-Jones fluid using an external umbrella potential to restrain the size of the largest 
cluster in the system to stay near some value n, which could then be varied.  A series of simulations with 
overlapping distributions of the size of the largest cluster was then used to map out relative cluster free 
energies, upon correcting for the bias of the umbrella potential.  Oh and Zeng [5] similarly performed 
constant NVT simulations with large N with a simple hard cap on the cluster size s, to determine s-
dependent cluster size-dependent free energies from cluster populations. 
3.3  Single cluster simulation: grand- and semigrand-canonical ensemble approaches  
An alternative to modeling an ensemble of clusters and using their formation statistics to calculate 
Kassoc,s is to calculate the free energy of formation of a single cluster (isolated or solvated, depending on 
the nature of the problem).  One approach is to use monomer insertion and removal moves within an 
ensemble of varying number of particles or composition of particles.  With careful accounting for bias in 
the insertion and removal moves, the monomer insertions can be targeted to the cluster using strategies 
related to the aggregation volume bias MC method described above.  The changing probabilities of 
successful addition and removal moves reflect the relative stabilities of cluster structures as a function of 
cluster size. Several groups have investigated gas-phase nucleation-type systems using these methods. 
[6,7] The free energy landscape for nucleating systems favors free monomers and clusters at low 
chemical potential µ and macroscopic droplets above the chemical potential of the saturated vapor; to 
sample the kinetically important cluster sizes in between requires the application of external bias to the 
size distribution.  The most sophisticated such method is an adaptive umbrella sampling method that 
adjusts the bias over the course of simulation to produce a nearly flat distribution; used in conjunction 
with the aggregation volume bias method produces the AVUS (aggregation volume-umbrella sampling) 
method for sampling cluster free energies first described by Chen et al.[3] A further refinement uses 
energy histogram-reweighting to construct a microcanonical partition function of each cluster size, which 
can then be transformed into a temperature-dependent free energy.  Thus, free energies over a range of s-
mer clusters and over a range of temperatures can be determined from a set of simulations at just one or 
two temperatures.[8] 
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Grand-canonical ensemble simulation may result in prohibitively low acceptance probabilities for 
insertion of monomers into the solution phase, so is most appealing for gas-phase clusters.  The related 
method of semi-grand canonical ensemble simulation was applied by Pool and Bolhuis [9] to study a 
simple solution-phase micellar system.  Insertion and removal of surfactants to and from the micelle are 
performed as transformations of simple Lennard-Jones solvent sites present within a proximity range of 
the micelle.  Configuration-bias MC is used to improve the likelihood of finding a configuration of the 
inserted surfactant’s tail that avoids high-energy steric overlap of solvent.  The changing probabilities of 
successful addition and removal moves reflect the relative stabilities of micelle structures as a function of 
micelle size.  As in the nucleation systems, an additional size-dependent umbrella bias potential was used 
to smooth over the sampling distribution, as working in a true semi-grand ensemble (with fixed difference 
Δµ in chemical potential between solvent and surfactant) would produce a rather narrow cluster size 
distribution.   
3.4 Single cluster simulation: thermodynamic integration 
For solutions simulated with atomistic representations of water, or solutes that are much larger than the 
solvent molecules, it may become vanishingly difficult to find a cavity of suitably low energy for 
insertion of a new monomer within or next to an existing cluster.  Methods that involve a gradual 
introduction of a new monomer into a solute cluster, as opposed to the instantaneous introduction through 
particle insertion or transformation, become appealing in these cases as they permit the solvent to 
reorganize gradually into a configuration favorable to the solute.   
Okazaki and co-workers [10] were able to find free energies of micellization for a common surfactant 
(sodium dodecyl sulfate) in an explicit water environment by using a slow-growth thermodynamic 
integration method.  In this approach, the potential energy of interaction of a single surfactant (indexed 
N+1) with N surfactants already present in a micelle and with the surrounding solvent can be gradually 
turned on by scaling a parameter λ from 0 to 1: 
U(λ,rN+1,R) = Ufull(R) + Uintra(rN+1) + λ9Uinteraction( rN+1,R) (6) 
   
where the third term in the full potential only includes potential energy contributions that depend on 
the interaction between the special molecule and its environment.  The use of λ to the ninth power  was 
found to be optimal numerically in terms of allowing a very gentle initial stage of turning on the 
interactions, which may have diverging terms otherwise.  Performing a constant-temperature simulation 
under the artificial potential U(λ), evaluating the mean <dU/dλ> and integrating this generalized potential 
of mean force provides a route to the free energy change associated with introducing molecule N+1 to the 
system.  In the present case, the binding free energy per surfactant was great enough that the new 
surfactant always joined the existing micelle rather than remain free in solution.  To obtain a full size 
distribution, relatively short (150 ps) simulations over 12 different λ values at each of 15 micelle sizes 
were performed, amounting to a total of 27 ns simulation time.  The free energies of association 
determined in this manner were fit to a curve and used to estimate the size distribution and critical micelle 
concentration with good agreement to experiment. 
A different sort of thermodynamic integration was used by Mohan and Kopelevich. [11]  In this case, 
the reaction coordinate along which a new molecule was introduced to the cluster was not an alchemical 
“λ” scaling factor but its center-of-mass displacement from the micelle.  Constraining this distance over a 
range of values, and measuring not only the mean force along this coordinate but the fluctuations thereof 
produced both a free energy surface and an effective frictional landscape; in combining these, an attempt 
was made to use a one-dimensional Langevin dynamics approximation to the rates for monomer addition 
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and removal, in addition to the size-dependent free energy.  The one-dimensional model was found to be 
insufficient for describing the kinetics of the process.  
4. Analyzing small-N “brute force” simulation data 
4.1 Motivation 
  Although the advanced methods described above are ingenious and powerful, they face some 
limitations.  Those that involve a bias energy applied to manipulate the relative probabilities of cluster of 
different size are very difficult to implement in the context of a molecular dynamics simulation, as the 
gradient of the bias potential needs to be calculated.  Even within a Monte Carlo simulation, the size-
dependent bias must be built on some pre-defined criterion for grouping monomers into clusters, and to 
obtain results according to a different cluster definition would require repeating the simuation anew.  The 
“slow growth” methods require that most of the simulation effort be devoted to modeling an unphysical 
system with interactions only partially turned on.  Furthermore, dynamics cannot be assessed in general. 
4.2 Theoretical basis 
The theoretical basis for an alternative to these methods has recently been described.[1]  From the 
equilibrium cluster formation statistics of an unbiased, constant NVT simulation (or constant NPT 
simulation in a solution phase system, where the volume fluctuations are expected to be small) the 
association constants Kassoc,s can be obtained even when N is too small to apply the law of mass action and 
eq. 5 is not valid.  In providing the partition function Q for an arbitrary partition {ns} of the system into s-
mers in terms of ns and qs, eq 1 also provides the relative probabilities of these partitions – even when 
each ns is a small integer.  If we can enumerate every possible partition of the system, then from qs (which 
is related to qs° by a factor of the system volume, and through qs° to the association constant Kassoc,s) we 
can find the absolute probability of finding any given partition.  The mean number of s-mers present in 
the simulation is then the sum over all partitions of ns for that partition weighted by the probability of that 
partition.  In sum, knowing Kassoc,s for all s ≤ N, we can predict the cluster size distribution in a system of 
N monomers without invoking the law of mass action: 
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Through an iterative process , one can search for a best-fit set of the association constants {Kassoc,s} to a 
set <ns> obtained through simulation; an initial guess for {Kassoc,s} is conveniently provided by eq. 5.  
Efficient algorithms for the enumeration of partitions have been developed [12]; we find that for N < 100, 
the application of eq. 7 takes only a few minutes on a single processor, and the search for {Kassoc,s} 
converges in a matter of 10 or so iterations at worst. 
4.3 Application to Lennard-Jones cluster association  
The first application of this procedure to real simulation data was tested for a system of 27 Lennard-
Jones particles, under conditions of reduced temperature T* = kBT/ε = 0.565 and reduced concentration 
c*= Nσ3/V = 0.023.  The Gromacs molecular dynamics simulation package [13] was employed, using the 
velocity-rescaling thermostat (which samples the true canonical ensemble [14]) with a trajectory length of 
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108 timesteps dt*=0.001 in reduced units.  Cluster statistics were analyzed using the Gromacs g-clustsize 
utility, which employs the Stillinger-type cluster criterion,[15] with a cut-off set at 1.5 σ. 
Mean numbers of s-mer clusters appearing during the simulation (excluding the initial 107 timesteps) 
are shown in Fig. 1a as solid black circles.  Best-fit <ns> obtained using eq. 7 are shown in red.  The 
breakdown of the law of mass action is shown in Fig. 1b, as the ratio of the apparent equilibrium 
association constant Ks,assoc, calculated using eq. 5 to the constants obtained through the fit.  As is 
expected, the appearance of clusters of size s approaching N is strongly suppressed; nonetheless, clusters 
of all sizes are observed during the simulation. 
As a test of the validity of the set of association constants inferred from the simulation data, these 
constants were used to predict results from simulations under conditions of different concentration and 
different number of monomers.  (As no data were obtained for s > 27, greater values of N could not be 
investigated.)  The predictions from the original data set are compared with results of explicit simulations 
obtained at three different conditions in Fig. 2, and show good agreement. 

Fig. 1.  (a) Mean number of s-mers appearing in a simulation trajectory of 27 Lennard-Jones particles at T*=0.565, c*=.023 (solid 
circles). The  <ns> from an iterative fit of association constants {Kassoc,s} using eq. 5 are shown as red dots connected by lines.      (b) 
Ratio of apparent association constants from simulation data (calculated via eq 5) to best-fit association constants. 
 

Fig. 2.  Comparison of cluster size distributions obtained from constant NVT MD simulation (filled circles) with predictions 
calculated by eq. 7 (red “+”) from the association constants extracted from the simulation described in Fig. 1.  All simulations are at 
T*=0.565. (a) N=27, c*=0.031 (b) N=27, c*=0.017 (c) N=20, c*=0.017. 
  
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5. Conclusions 
The calculation of equilibrium association constants, or cluster size-dependent free energies, through 
simulation remains challenging in practice for systems where the potential energy calculations are 
expensive or the equilibration of local degrees of freedom is time-consuming.  Sequential calculation of 
the work associated with stepwise, reversible addition of monomers to a cluster is a powerful method, but 
may still be difficult to implement and may rely on cluster definitions that need to be optimized 
beforehand.  Because conventional NVT methods are ubiquitous and simple, these will often be the first 
methods attempted in any case.  The analysis of cluster size distributions from small NVT simulations to 
obtain free energies is likely to be useful, if only for cases where computational costs prevent exploration 
beyond initial investigations.  Extensions of these ideas to incorporate the statistic of formation of mixed-
monomer clusters and analysis of the dynamics of cluster size changes (both for their inherent interest and 
to allow for error estimates in derived equilibrium properties) are promising avenues. 
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